iii Oh, I would tell you why the ocean's near the shore, I could think of things I've never thunk before, and then I'd sit and think some more. The following pages are thoughts and ideas that go through my head when creating art that is intended to be seen, analyzed and somewhat understood by an audience. Though there are some aspects contained within that may touch directly on how I make sculpture on a practical and aesthetic level, my hope is that this document will function more as a work that will provide the reader with a sense of hope as it relates to art making, that while what we do as makers can often seem pointless, we must have some kind of faith that art can be useful, and we ought to try to make sense out of things if we can. If there is any reason at all why I continue to make things, beyond general foolishness or to prevent from being bored, it lies somewhere said or unsaid within this document.
The title of this document, "Why the Ocean's Near the Shore" comes from the song the Scarecrow sings in The Wizard of Oz "If I Only Had a Brain", stating that if only he were smart enough he could tell Dorothy something meaningful like why this is the case; this may not be so impressive to someone with a brain, but for someone without, it is certainly profound. it into a Dutch Oven, douse it with the mixture, throw all the potatoes in the pot, slap a lid on it and throw it in the oven.
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"You can't roast a chicken in a pot with a lid on it. Also those potatoes are going to soak up all that lime stuff and they're going to taste like that." "I've done this before, just do your stuff and I'll take care of this" he goes.
I continue with my stuff. Everything finishes. We bring it to the table to eat. I don't know if you have ever had boiled chicken before, but it leaves something to be desired, think wet, pale skin and dry meat. I am feeling a little bad for my brother as we start to eat, thinking he doesn't much care for the meal he has created for us for
Christmas. I politely eat a piece and a helping of the lime potatoes when my brother says, "oh, that lime…that's so good." I look at him as if he was crazy as he goes on "you can really taste that soy too, isn't that awesome?" and lastly, "but I'm really not sold on the cranberry sauce, I don't think it really goes with the lime." First, materials and concepts: limes are good, soy sauce is good, chicken is good, so why not do it all? Because we can all agree a certain material is "good" or has "a certain material quality" that we "like" or "enjoy", warrants its inclusion in everything we do? One of the best pieces of advice I got from a professor once was "you don't have to accomplish everything with one painting." Because we like traits in some art pieces such as absurdity, or humor, or honesty, or beauty, or nature, or uncertainty, or preciousness,
does not mean they all need to be included every time we roast a chicken.
Second, the desire to make it taste like anything and everything: often with the inclusion of a variety of different mediums, methods and messages, a piece of art can take on a personality disorder. By trying to include Asian flavors on an otherwise French dish like roast chicken it can suffer from being "kinda this and kinda that" however doing neither very well. This discord is often spoken about as something desirably "interesting." However this friction is embodied in food in a very different way, because at the end of the day someone has to eat it, and since eating at least forces you to confront your true tastes by nature you have to put it in your mouth, it more vividly exemplifies what clashes. Just because we can make something using every flavor we have ever enjoyed, does not mean we need to. In all this time and effort spent making I was attempting to get at the essence of something, of anything, it didn't matter what, it was just that essence was important and we should try to get to the bottom of what things mean. I attempted to do this with a strategy of paring things down, distilling them to till they didn't reference anything other than themselves with the hope they will transform from opaque to transparent, where the world is simple, chaos is ordered and everything makes sense. While I believe it is a worthwhile pursuit to try to find the point to our short lives on this planet, but let us not assume we are going to find it out by meditating on the meaning of objects that we can choose whatever the hell they mean.
It is often assumed and often used in general conversation that knowing more about a subject will strip the magic out of it. Someone once told me that if you have any doubts that God exists you should take a look at a raspberry, as if that should provide you with the required information to believe that there is some omnipotent raspberry designer; this is foolish. We know grass grows because it rains, it does not rain because grass needs water. This view is not meant to limit the imagination or diminish a view of a greater meaning, it is simply used as a device to state that if there is a magic, a god, or an intervener, we understand that we should look in the right place for it, which is probably not in fruits we find at the grocery store.
The desire we have for things to be magical in art is to say we want to be deceived. We want sculptures to levitate in the air and we don't want to see welds or parting lines in our bronzes. While slickness and polish can be useful in works to convey ideas, the way something is made is a part of the work. If it is a fiction we are buying into, all that is required on the part of the artist is employ enough skill to get the audience to "buy" it. If something is designed to look "as if it were floating" by using fishing line, I will say it appears as if it were intended to appear to be floating; and not that it is floating, is it? Though this delineation seems minute, the confusion between the two contributes to whether we are experiencing magic, or an illusion; which are very different things. The term skeptic has taken on an insult or an almost vulgar connotation aimed at belittling particularly prickly people. But if we want to fool ourselves and assume that every time we give something a silver lining that the thing in question is silver all the way to the down, we are ruling out the idea that there may be magic out there, because we accept the simulation more readily than the potential possibility. Let's look for magic somewhere else besides at the circus.
It is important to make sure no one is deceived into thinking they are uncovering something mystical when it is actually not. If magic doesn't exist, then that is just fine; concrete statue of Jesus on the cross "weeping". Crazy. Edamaruku traveled to the site, which had been declared a miracle by many including the Catholic bishop of the area. It had become a pilgrimage site, where people would approach and touch the water; some even took to drinking it, after declaring it "holy". Surely this piece of rock could not be crying -Edamaruku did a little investigating. Turns out in fact this statue was not weeping because of an act of divine intervention, it was crying because of a leaky bathroom pipe from a nearby sewer was flowing to close to the statue; through capillary action the thirsty concrete was drinking up the water, all the way up the statue and falling down as if the statue itself were shedding divine tears. Though this may have bruised a few egos and possibly caused a little discomfort to those who had to explain to their loved ones who they may kiss from time to time why they were putting toilet water in their mouths, this was in fact not miraculous. Many people went crazy, accusing
Edamaruku of blasphemy, and demanding his arrest. Though such proof does not exist for all miracles, quite yet, consider this an example of how when we take assign words 8 like holy and sacred to objects, places or events that it feels like a huge defeat when we figure out the plumbing has just gone bad. Rather than being upset by the one who will see the world without magic, we can use this method of seeing the world with a level head as an actual favor to those who retain faith by encouraging us to confront the possibility we are just encountering unexplained things. That taken into account, capillary action is fascinating to witness, and I find most concrete sculptures incredible anyway, they are not however miraculous.
Let us remember that the grass is not always greener on the other side, perhaps there is no grass or even no other side; we have just believed someone who told us some time long ago. Even if the other side does exist and it's as lush as they say, we should start with the idea that it probably doesn't and hope to be proven wrong later.
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
Art making can seem frivolous. You cannot eat art; it can't keep you warm; most things I create are not necessarily valuable or sellable. Art being almost completely lacking in every aspect of what it means to be traditionally useful, confronts the artist with existential questions such as "why the hell am I doing this?" or "is this just a waste of time?" or, even better "I wonder if I'm actually making a difference." Though these questions may have beak answers, it is important to confront them and not hide them somewhere in the back of our minds. Bottling up and burying those 'bad' thoughts can cause them to explode at a later date, throwing us into a tailspin of despair. It also should be noted that if we hide these fears somewhere away it causes us to be afraid of these things when they surface. It is not a bad thing that it is possible that we can live our whole lives and not do the right thing once. It is because of our decisions concerning our desires and fears that motivate us to change the world as we see fit. Compassion can only be achieved if cruelty exists, and we can only overcome our own failures if we acknowledge them. Decisions are made by us; and while it may be scary or frightening to think that our lives can be pointless, it is so much better than living in a world where free will does not exist. It is good that we have responsibility; it keeps us in check and allows us to live in a world we can assume we affect. If we assume no responsibility for what it is we do, that allows hopelessness to run rampant and produce widespread uncaring. Let us acknowledge that what we do has the possibility to not matter at all. Keeping that in mind, let us move on and assume we have a say in the matter.
As art students, we often make work with the goal of surviving intense scrutiny, the goal I have is more than that. I make sculpture about things that plague my mind. I do not think one necessarily needs to be tortured over what they are making work about, however I think that the things that cause me to think are things I do not understand.
Creating work, while it helps understand things like purity, usefulness, or hope, it really just helps me get those things out of my head long enough to organize the rest of the stuff in there before it gets packed back in, almost like bringing all of your stuff out of your garage so you can actually sweep the floor. It is my goal to use sculpture to realize my thoughts and predispositions rather than simply having faith I am living a conscious life.
Faith is fully believing something will turn out a certain way without having all of the necessary information, whereas hope is an expectation things will turn out a certain positive way. Hope implies effort, where faith is not. Faith can be dangerous, and deciding to avoid thinking there might be something wrong with the world prohibits the possibility there might be something we can do and there might be something we can change. We live in a world where we should assume there are consequences to our actions because if we do not assume this, the alternative is catastrophic; consider global warming as a good example of this. But if we look at it through the optimist's eyes we can say something like "at least we don't have to shovel our driveways or scrape off our cars during the winter." We can still dream what it may be like to live in a perfect world and have aspirations of one day making that happen, however there is no evidence that provides us with the thought that we already live in one.
I am deeply disturbed by people who do not care for those around them; compassion only exists because cruelty does. If we only see puppies, and unicorns, and hearts, and rainbows, and flowers, and springtime then we put out of our minds road kill, and lies, and disease, and pollution, and money, and winter which are all very real things.
If we do not acknowledge cruelty we cannot flex our compassion muscles, which is incredibly good for living in a world with others in it too. It is the people in my life that are important, art is the way I keep people in my life that matter, sculpture makes your friends your friends.
LEAVING VIEWERS IN THE DUST
This document would not be complete without me discussing the possibility of potential failure we have to find meaning, retain hope or move forward in a world with gratuitous evil. Note that it is rather easy to point a finger at the world or point out the faults of everyone, however, who the hell am I to say what people ought to believe. Faith, as previously defined is the belief that something will turn out a certain way without having all the evidence required to have complete certainty. Since I do not possess all of the information about whether or not someone should have faith if a god exists or if my friend will pick me up from the airport, I do not attempt to make work that leaves people in a state of despair.
Although I am interested in themes that may touch on a level of darkness or sadness about the world we live in, after all, the world is a scary place. We coexist with flesh eating viruses, high taxes on cigarettes, people who drive drunk in neighborhoods with small children, and people who don't even believe climate change is real. What I aim to do is create a deeper understanding and justification for why we should be hopeful in a world that has at least a great deal of evil in it. Through bleak propositions or outlooks I put forth I attempt to allow a platform for a viewer to come to their own conclusion with my efforts primarily acting as the saw that cuts the branch they are sitting on, as well as a guide that attempts to drop them on something soft. I want my work to show people to joy and that a real lasting version of it can be arrived at from an incredible melancholy state.
